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The all-in-one water cooling system LQ240PRO is the ideal companion for gaming adventures with the highest performance
requirements.

With a TDP of 300 watts, it is able to cool even very hot CPUs without performance loss. The assembly is simple and fast due to the
quick-mounting system. All current CPUs from AMD and Intel are supported.
The design of the water cooler is kept in a noble, black metallic look.

The square pump head with a large, powerful copper cooling plate and discreet ARGB lighting fits perfectly into the picture and looks
stylish. The elegantly sheathed, flexible black hoses can be comfortably routed in the housing in any mounting form.

The fans of the LQ240PRO are equipped with Fluid Dynamic Bearing technology (FDB) and ensure smooth operation despite heated
gaming sessions.

Only a barely perceptible whisper of the cooling airflow is heard. The embossed logo of the fans emphasizes the metallic look and
underlines the elegance of the water cooling.
Available as black 240mm version with ARGB illuminated pump head and 2x FDB fans.

Zusammenfassung

The all-in-one water cooling system LQ240PRO is the ideal companion for gaming adventures with the highest performance
requirements.

With a TDP of 300 watts, it is able to cool even very hot CPUs without performance loss. The assembly is simple and fast due to the
quick-mounting system. All current CPUs from AMD and Intel are supported.
The design of the water cooler is kept in a noble, black metallic look.

The square pump head with a large, powerful copper cooling plate and discreet ARGB lighting fits perfectly into the picture and looks
stylish. The elegantly sheathed, flexible black hoses can be comfortably routed in the housing in any mounting form.

The fans of the LQ240PRO are equipped with Fluid Dynamic Bearing technology (FDB) and ensure smooth operation despite heated
gaming sessions.

Only a barely perceptible whisper of the cooling airflow is heard. The embossed logo of the fans emphasizes the metallic look and
underlines the elegance of the water cooling.
Available as black 240mm version with ARGB illuminated pump head and 2x FDB fans.



Xilence LiQuRizer RGB XC982, Liquid ?ooling kit, 12 cm, 500 RPM, 1500 RPM, 22 dB, 25 dB

Xilence LiQuRizer RGB XC982. Type: Liquid ?ooling kit, Fan diameter: 12 cm, Rotational speed (min): 500 RPM, Rotational speed
(max): 1500 RPM, Noise level (low speed): 22 dB, Noise level (high speed): 25 dB. Width: 274 mm, Depth: 120 mm, Height: 27 mm.
Product colour: Black

 

Merkmale

  

Power

Thermal Design Power (TDP) 300 W
Pump current 0.36 mA
Fan current 0.2 A

 

Design

Product colour Black
Material Aluminium, Copper, Plastic
Radiator material Aluminum
Base plate material Copper
Illumination LED Y
Illumination colour Multi

 

Weight & dimensions

Width 274 mm
Radiator width 27 cm
Radiator depth 12 cm
Radiator height 2.7 cm
Depth 120 mm
Tube length 40 cm
VRM fan diameter 12 cm
Waterblock width 7.2 cm
Waterblock depth 7.2 cm
Waterblock height 5.35 cm
Height 27 mm
Weight 2 kg

 

Performance

Suitable location Processor
Type Liquid ?ooling kit
Fan diameter 12 cm
Supported processor sockets LGA 1150 (Socket H3), LGA

1151 (Socket H4), LGA 1155
(Socket H2), LGA 1156 (Socket
H), LGA 1200 (Socket H5), LGA
1700, LGA 2011 (Socket R), LGA
2066, Socket AM4, Socket AM5

Rotational speed (min) 500 RPM
Rotational speed (max) 1500 RPM
Noise level (low speed) 22 dB
Noise level (high speed) 25 dB
Minimum airflow (imperial) 63.41 cfm
Fan bearing technology Fluid Dynamic Bearing (FDB)
Pump bearing technology Ceramic bearing
Pump connector 3-pin
Pump motor speed 2100 RPM
Fan static pressure 1.58 mmH2O

 

  Preisänderungen und Irrtümer vorbehalten. Alle Produkte solange der Vorrat reicht.  
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